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1> In a Diner, what would you get if you ordered Adam's Ale? 
 

   a. Water 
   b. Coffee 

   c. Milk 
   d. Tea  

 
 

2> Whom does Robin Williams play in the movie Night at the Museum? 
 

   a. Napoleon Bonaparte 
   b. Alexander the Great 

   c. Theodore Roosevelt 
   d. Nero 

 
 

3> Which of these novels is not by Ernest Hemingway? 
 

   a. A Farewell to Arms 
   b. The Pit and the Pendulum 

   c. The Sun Also Rises 
   d. For Whom the Bell Tolls 

 
 

4> What sport would you be playing if you heard the terms "double tap", " peg 
out" and "striker"? 

 
   a. Tennis 

   b. Billiards 

   c. Croquet 
   d. Golf  

 
 

5> Which video game series features the character Link? 
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   a. Halo 

   b. Legend of Zelda 

   c. Mario Brothers 
   d. Final Fantasy 

 
 

6> Which superhero has an invisible plane? 
 

   a. Superman 
   b. Wonder Woman 

   c. Batman 
   d. The Incredible Hulk  

 
 

7> Which of these animals is not an actual bear? 
 

   a. Grizzly 
   b. Koala 

   c. Sun 
   d. Kodiak 

 
 

8> According to the song, what will she be wearing when she comes? 
 

   a. Rubber boots 
   b. Pyjamas 

   c. Faded blue jeans 
   d. A flowered t-shirt 

 
 

9> The word soup refers to what common weather phenomenon? 
 

   a. Hail 
   b. Snow 

   c. Fog 
   d. Rain 

 
 

10> Which fast food chain stopped using foam boxes in 1990? 
 

   a. Burger King 
   b. Taco Bell 

   c. McDonalds 
   d. Jack in the Box 

 
 



11> What sport did Bobby Orr play? 

 

   a. Hockey 
   b. Basketball 

   c. Baseball 
   d. Tennis 

 
 

12> What was the first hairdo that Barbie had? 
 

   a. Pigtails 
   b. A bob 

   c. A ponytail 
   d. A beehive 

 
 

13> What is the national anthem of England? 
 

   a. God Save the Queen/King 
   b. Glory to the People 

   c. My Country 
   d. Land of the Free 

 
 

14> In the Disney movie Bambi, what is the name of the skunk? 
 

   a. Peppy 
   b. Thumper 

   c. Flower 
   d. Stinky 

 
 

15> Which of these is not an event that you would see at a normal rodeo? 
 

   a. Bull riding 
   b. Turkey shoot 

   c. Barrel racing 
   d. Mexican poker 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Answers:  

 

1> Water - If you asked for Adam and Eve on a raft, you would get two poached 
eggs on toast.  

2> Theodore Roosevelt - Robin also plays this role in the sequel.  
3> The Pit and the Pendulum - Edgar Allen Poe wrote the Pit and the Pendulum.   

4> Croquet - The game of paille-maille is the forerunner of the game of croquet.  
5> Legend of Zelda - Link is the one trying to rescue the princess Zelda.  

6> Wonder Woman - Wonder Woman was created by William Moulton Marston.  
7> Koala - The Koala bear is a marsupial.  

8> Pyjamas - The color varies between ink and red.   
9> Fog - If the fog is extremely heavy, it may be referred to as pea soup.   

10> McDonalds - McDonalds now wraps its burgers in paper.  
11> Hockey - Bobby played most of career with the Bruins and the Black Hawks. 

He played defense.  
12> A ponytail - Mattel put Barbie Dolls on the market in 1959.  

13> God Save the Queen/King - The author of the song is unknown. This song is 
also used by some commonwealth nations.  

14> Flower - The movie was released in 1842. Stan Alexander did the voice of 
the young Flower.  

15> Turkey shoot - Turkey shoots used to involve live turkeys. Today however the 
contestants use targets, but they are often still rewarded with a turkey. 
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